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ABSTRACT

The diagnostic evaluation of moisture budgets in archived atmosphere model data is examined. Sources of

error in diagnostic computation can arise from the use of numerical methods different from those used in the

atmosphere model, the time and vertical resolution of the archived data, and data availability. These sources

of error are assessed using the climatological moisture balance in the European Centre for Medium-Range

Weather Forecasts Interim Re-Analysis (ERA-Interim) that archives vertically integrated moisture fluxes

and convergence. The largest single source of error arises from the diagnostic evaluation of divergence. The

chosen second-order accurate centered finite difference scheme applied to the actual vertically integrated

moisture fluxes leads to significant differences from the ERA-Interim reported moisture convergence. Using

daily data, instead of 6-hourly data, leads to an underestimation of the patterns of moisture divergence and

convergence by midlatitude transient eddies. A larger and more widespread error occurs when the vertical

resolution of the model data is reduced to the 8 levels that is quite common for daily data archived for the

Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP). Dividing moisture divergence into components due to the

divergent flow and advection requires bringing the divergence operator inside the vertical integral, which

introduces a surface term for which a means of accurate evaluation is developed. The analysis of errors is

extended to the case of the spring 1993Mississippi valley floods, the causes of which are discussed. For future

archiving of data (e.g., by CMIP), it is recommended that monthly means of time-step-resolution flow–

humidity covariances be archived at high vertical resolution.

1. Introduction

Droughts and floods are some of the main disruptors

of human life causing a never-ending sequence of death,

destruction, suffering, hunger, disease, and economic

devastation (see references in Cutter et al. 2009). As cli-

mate change driven by rising greenhouse gases proceeds,

therewill be additional hazards caused by both changes in

the natural variability and changes in the mean pre-

cipitation distributions, as some tropical andmid- to high-

latitude areas get wetter and subtropical dry areas get

drier and expand (Allen and Ingram 2002; Held and Soden

2006; Solomon et al. 2007; Seager et al. 2010b, 2012).

As for naturally occurring droughts and floods, changes in

themean precipitation distribution are caused by changes

in the transport of water vapor in the atmosphere that

create precipitation anomalies that either deprive areas

of water or cause an excess. That is, the atmospheric

branch of the hydrological cycle is the key phenomena

where these risks to human livelihood originate.

Humans, being naturally curious, have long sought to

determine the causes of droughts, pluvials, and floods

relating them to the responsible changes in atmospheric

circulation and water vapor transports. However, ulti-

mately, we need to attempt to anticipate such events in

advance so that preparations can be made and the worst

impacts avoided. This is true both for the case of natural

events occurring on the daily to decadal time scale and

also for the more slowly evolving effect of hydroclimate

change. In both cases, prediction or projection depends

on the use of numerical climate models. Understanding

then comes into play as a means of assessing how reli-

able predictions and projections are, given the fidelity

with which themodels simulate the important processes.
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For example, drought over southern North America

during La Ni~na events fundamentally depends on mois-

ture divergence anomalies caused by mean flow anoma-

lies (Seager et al. 2005; Seager and Naik 2012), with the

latter tightly coupled to changes in the North Pacific

storm track (Seager et al. 2010a; Harnik et al. 2010).

Understanding of the causes of floods and droughts

and of ongoing hydroclimate change requires a detailed

analysis of the atmospheric moisture budget and the

linking of this to changes in the atmospheric circulation

and ultimately the atmospheric and planetary energy

budget. This is not very easy to do either in atmospheric

models or gridded, model-based reanalyses of atmo-

spheric observations. In both cases, the models numer-

ically integrate forward a moisture equation designed to

best conserve moisture and to preserve a long-term

mean balance between precipitation P, surface evapo-

ration E, and the vertically integrated moisture conver-

gence, although, in the case of reanalyses, the moisture

field is also constrained, directly or indirectly, by obser-

vations. However, analyses of the causes of hydroclimate

variability and change are done diagnostically, after the

model has run, using saved data from themodel. Typically

this data includes velocities and specific humidity on a

three-dimensional spatial grid aswell as surface pressure,P,

andE. The datamay be saved at 6-hourly, daily, ormonthly

temporal resolutions but never at the time step of the

model, and only rarely are monthly means of covariances

between quantities (themselves evaluated variously using

time step, four times daily, daily mean data, etc.) saved.

Also thedata are only sometimes savedon thenativemodel

grid and have often been interpolated to standard pressure

levels with varying degrees of vertical resolution. Many

efforts have been used to diagnose the moisture budget in

reanalyses using pressure level data (e.g., Trenberth and

Guillemot 1995; Trenberth 1997). Trenberth andGuillemot

(1998) and Seneviratne et al. (2004) recommend perform-

ing moisture budget computations at the highest vertical

resolution possible on the native model grid. While such

data are becoming increasingly available, this is rarely

universally practical with archives of data from multiple

models such as those within phase 5 of the Coupled Model

Intercomparison Project (CMIP5; Taylor et al. 2012).

The task of the researcher is,more commonly, to analyze

the causes of hydroclimatic events using these incomplete

model datasets. At the simplest level, the researcher will

then discover that, in the long-term mean, the model-

reported P 2 E cannot be made to balance the conver-

gence of the vertically integrated moisture flux, no matter

how the latter is calculated.However, even if it did balance,

this would not be very enlightening. The main goal of such

work is to go further and determine what the causes of the

moisture convergence or divergence anomalies are and,

therefore, break it down into components due to changes

in mean circulation, specific humidity, and transient eddies

(e.g., Huang et al. 2005; Seager et al. 2010b; Seager and

Naik 2012; Seager et al. 2012; Nakamura et al. 2013). To do

this requires further analysis of the moisture budget and

creates a new set of problems, as we shall see.

The point of this paper is to provide a detailed and

thorough assessment of the errors introduced in di-

agnostic analyses of the moisture budget and how these

depend on the temporal and spatial resolution of the data

and what additional errors are introduced in attempts to

break down moisture convergence into constituent parts.

We also aim to provide guidance as to the best possible

way to numerically evaluate the moisture budget with

existing model data and suggest improvements for the

archiving of model and reanalysis data in the future that

will allow improved accuracy in diagnostic computations.

To this effect, we will consider the climatological mois-

ture budget and then apply the lessons learned to the

moisture budget during amajor hydroclimatic anomaly—

that of the Mississippi floods of late spring–early summer

1993—and show that, budget errors notwithstanding, it is

possible to use the chosen reanalysis to elucidate the

physical mechanisms that led to the flood.

2. Reanalyses data used

For demonstration purposes we use the European

Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)

Interim Re-Analysis (ERA-Interim) (Berrisford et al.

2011b,a; Dee et al. 2011), which is the latest of the

ECMWF reanalyses. ERA-Interim covers the post-1979

period. It assimilates cloud and rain-affected satellite

irradiances and has a greatly improved representation of

the hydrological cycle relative to its precursor, the 40-yr

ECMWFRe-Analysis (ERA-40). This makes it good for

our purpose. Berrisford et al. (2011a) discuss the con-

servation of moisture in the ERA-Interim and conclude

that mass adjustment of the moisture divergence is not

necessary, and this was not done to the reported fields.

Also, ERA-Interim provides the divergence of the

vertically integrated moisture transport as data output:

that is, this provides the actual value of the quantity we

are trying to evaluate diagnostically from archived

model or reanalysis data. However, it should be noted,

in part because of the assimilation scheme, this quan-

tity does not balance the ERA-Interim P 2 E, even

after accounting for the change over time of the verti-

cally integrated specific humidity (see Trenberth et al.

2011). ERA-Interim is based on an atmospheric model

and reanalysis system with 60 levels in the vertical with

a top level at 0.1mb; a T255 spherical harmonic repre-

sentation; and for surface and gridpoint fields, a reduced
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Gaussian grid with an about 79-km spacing (Berrisford

et al. 2011b). However, the highest-resolution calcula-

tions reported here are performed on data that was ar-

chived by ECMWF on a regular 0.758 grid with 37 model

levels. At the time of writing, not all the 6-hourly pressure

level data needed for our calculations were available on

the 0.758 grid. Further, it would have been impractical to

download and store all the data we needed at this tem-

poral and full spatial resolution, and therefore, for most

of the calculations, we use the 1.58 longitude by latitude

data also archived by ECMWF.

3. Diagnostic computation of the moisture budget
in atmosphere models

Mostmodels use a terrain-following vertical coordinate.

The s coordinate, with p5 sps, where p is pressure and ps
is its surface value, was the first such coordinate, but more

commonly used today is a hybrid vertical coordinate j,

which preserves j5 0 at p5 0 and j5 1 at p5 ps but with

the pressure at model level k given by pk 5 Ak 1 Bkps,

where Ak and Bk are constants. The hybrid vertical co-

ordinate is usually set up to vary from a terrain-following

coordinate in the lower troposphere to a p coordinate

in the stratosphere. On the other hand, model data are

commonly archived on standard pressure levels ne-

cessitating the use of a p coordinate in diagnostic

analysis. To deal with both these vertical coordinate

systems, we begin with a generalized vertical coordinate

h (see Konor and Arakawa 1997), for which the material

derivative of a quantity is given by

D

Dt
5

�
›

›t

�
h

1 u � $h1 _h
›

›h
, (1)

where _h5Dh/Dt.

In this vertical coordinate, the moisture equation is

(dropping h subscripts)

›q

›t
1$ � (uq)1 _h

›q

›h
5 e2 c , (2)

where q is specific humidity, u is the velocity vector

along h surfaces, and e and c are evaporation and con-

densation.Weuse spherical coordinates so the divergence

of moisture is given by

$ � (uq)5 1

a cosf

�
›(uq)

›l
1

›(yq cosf)

›f

�
, (3)

where u and y are the zonal and meridional components

of velocity, a is the radius of the earth, l is longitude, and

f is latitude. The continuity equation is

›

›t

›p

›h
1$ �

�
u
›p

›h

�
1

›

›h

�
_h
›p

›h

�
5 0. (4)

These can be combined into the flux form of the hu-

midity equation,

›

›t

�
q
›p

›h

�
1$ �

�
uq

›p

›h

�
1

›

›h

�
q _h

›p

›h

�
5

›p

›h
(e2 c) .

(5)

This equation can be vertically integrated to derive

a relation for the precipitation minus surface evapora-

tion P 2 E,

P2E52
1

grw

ð1
0

›

›t

�
q
›p

›h

�
dh

2
1

grw

ð1
0
$ �
�
uq

›p

›h

�
dh , (6)

where g is the acceleration due to gravity and rw is the

density of water: the inclusion of which mean that P2E

is in units of meters per second (or mmday21, as will be

shown in the figures). Since the limits of integration on h

are independent of space and time, this can be rewritten

with the time derivative and divergence operator out-

side of the integral as

P2E52
1

grw

›

›t

ð1
0

�
q
›p

›h

�
dh2

1

grw
$ �
ð1
0

�
uq

›p

›h

�
dh .

(7)

In the case of data provided on pressure levels, we

revert to a p coordinate for which Eq. (5) becomes

›q

›t
1$ � (uq)1 ›

›p
(vq)5 e2 c . (8)

The p-coordinate flux form moisture equation can be

vertically integrated from the surface pressure ps to the

top of the atmosphere to derive

P2E52
1

grw

ðp
s

0

›q

›t
dp2

1

grw

ðp
s

0
$ � (uq) dp

2
1

grw
vsqs , (9)

where the subscript s refers to surface quantities. Noting

that

vs 5
›ps
›t

1 us � $ps , (10)

ðp
s

0

›q

›t
dp5

›

›t

ðp
s

0
q dp2qs

›ps
›t

, and (11)
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ðp
s

0
$ � (uq) dp5$ �

ðp
s

0
uq dp2 qsus � $ps , (12)

we derive

P2E52
1

grw

›

›t

ðp
s

0
q dp2

1

grw
$ �
ðp

s

0
uq dp . (13)

This is the form of the moisture budget equation that

we focus most of the analysis on. However, this form

only allows understanding of the moisture budget (and

its variations) to advance so far. Note that the divergence

operates on the vertically integrated moisture field and

does not allow a breakdown of the moisture convergence

into a part due to the mass convergence and a part due to

advection of humidity gradients. Therefore, an alterna-

tive form is often presented,

P2E52
1

grw

›

›t

ðp
s

0
q dp2

1

grw

ðp
s

0
$ � (uq) dp

2
1

grw
qsus � $ps , (14)

which allows the divergence to be broken down into

parts related to a divergent flow q$ � u and a part related

to advection u � $q: namely,

P2E52
1

grw

›

›t

ðp
s

0
q dp2

1

grw

ðp
s

0
(q$ � u1 u � $q) dp

2
1

grw
qsus � $ps .

(15)

Here, the separation into components of moisture

divergence due to divergent flow and advection is only

allowed by bringing the divergence operator inside the

vertical integral and hence introduces a boundary term

qsus � $ps that also needs to be accounted for [which is

sometimes discussed (Seager and Vecchi 2010; Seager

et al. 2010b) but is also often ignored (Seager et al.

2007)].

These equations have been written in continuous

form but in models will be evaluated using various

numerical methods. For example, the model that

ERA-Interim is based upon uses a finite difference

method to evaluate vertical derivatives and a semi-

Lagrangian method to determine advective tendencies

(ECMWF 2012). Other models use three-dimensional

semi-Lagrangian methods. The humidity tendencies

induced by these schemes cannot be reproduced using

archived data that already include the effect of the

advection even if the data were archived at the model

time step. A numerical method needs to be chosen to

evaluate the terms in the moisture equation with the

additional goal that it is general enough to be appli-

cable to a variety of reanalyses and/or models.

The vertically integrated moisture transport is ap-

proximated by

ðp
s

0
(uq) dp’ �

K
i,j

k51

ukqkDpk , (16)

where the summation is over vertical layers k, of which

there are Ki,j, with i and j indicating the longitude and

latitude location of grid points. In the original h co-

ordinatesKi,j is the same at all grid points but for archived

pressure level data Ki,j will depend on longitude and

latitude. The divergence operator on a two-dimensional

vector F is evaluated via

$f � F’
1

a cosfj

(
1

li11,j 2 li21,j

"
(li,j 2 li21,j)

Fl
i11,j 2Fl

i,j

li11,j 2 li,j
1 (li11,j 2 li,j)

Fl
i,j 2Fl

i21,j

li,j 2 li21,j

#

1
1

fi,j112fi,j21

"
(fi,j 2fi,j21)

cosfj11F
f
i,j11 2 cosfjF

f
i,j

fi,j112fi,j

1 (fi,j112fi,j)
cosfjF

f
i,j 2 cosfj21F

f
i,j21

fi,j 2fi,j21

#)
, (17)

where F l and F f indicate the components of F in the

longitude and latitude directions and $f is used to in-

dicate a finite difference approximation to the di-

vergence operator on a longitude–latitude grid. To

evaluate moisture divergence, Fi,j is given by

Fi,j5 �
K

i,j

k51

ui,j,kqi,j,kDpi,j,k . (18)

To evaluate the divergence at grid point (i, j), Eq. (17)

computes centered differences at midpoints to the east

and west and to the north and south and then linearly

interpolates these in the l and f directions back to the

(i, j) point. This therefore allows for the case of uneven

grid spacing (quite common in CMIP models in the f

direction). In the case of an even grid, which the ERA-

Interim data are served on, Eq. (17) reduces to the fa-

miliar form
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$f � F’
1

a cosfj

 
Fl
i11,j 2Fl

i21,j

li11,j 2li21,j

1
cosfj11F

f
i,j112 cosfj21F

f
i,j21

fi,j112fi,j21

!
. (19)

The vertical integration goes down to the surface pres-

sure as follows: The pressure thickness of the lowest

layer is equal to the surface pressure minus the pressure

at the first reported pressure level above and, within this

layer, the values of u and q used are the ones of the first

pressure level above the surface pressure value. All of

these integration and differentiation approximations

introduce errors. In addition, the time resolution of the

diagnostic computation will also causes errors if it does

not conform to the actual time step of the model. For

example, a calculation done with 6-hourly data would be

expected to be more accurate than one done with daily

data.

4. Evaluation of sources of error in diagnostic
moisture budget calculations

Here we assess the relative importance of the ap-

proximations introduced into diagnostic computation of

moisture budgets as detailed in the prior section.

a. Patterns of P2 E and divergence of ERA-Interim-
reported vertically integrated moisture divergence

First of all, the ERA-Interim reports within its data

archive what is called the vertically integrated moisture

divergence, which we multiply by 21 to convert to

moisture convergence (MC). ERA-Interim also reports

the vertically integrated moisture flux (VIMF). These

correspond to

MC52
1

grw
�
K

k51

$ �
�
uq

›p

›h
Dh

�
k

52
1

grw
$ � �

K

k51

�
uq

›p

›h
Dh

�
k

52
1

grw
$ �VIMF, (20)

with the vertical sum done on the model h grid, as in-

dicated by use of (›p/›h)Dh, over the K model layers.

Note that since this is evaluated on the model h grid it

does not matter whether the divergence operator is in-

side or outside the vertical sum. ECMWF report MC

and VIMF as both monthly means of daily means and

also as 6-hourly values with the daily mean equal to the

average of the four 6-hourly values within that day.

Using a double overbar to indicate climatological

monthly means, Fig. 1 shows the climatological monthly

means for January and July of MC and precipitation

minus evaporation P2E for the ERA-Interim dataset,

as well as their difference. Not surprisingly, there is

a rather close balance between these two but the dif-

ference shows that this is not a perfect match by any

means. In reality, vertically integrated moisture di-

vergence on the model grid should differ from P2 E by

the change in vertically integrated moisture [Eq. (7)].

Hence, we also show this in Fig. 1, where it is evaluated

for each month as the ERA-Interim-reported vertically

integrated moisture content for the first day of the next

month minus that for the first of the month itself. The

change in moisture storage shows the expected seasonal

cycle (moistening in the summer hemisphere and drying in

the winter hemisphere), but this pattern is quite different

from the P2E2MC one. The imbalance is very similar

in pattern to that shown by Berrisford et al. (2011a).

Consequently, even though the reanalysis reports

a vertically integratedmoisture divergence, this does not

balance the sum of model P2E and change in moisture

storage. There are three possible reasons for this. One is

that Eq. (20) is an approximation to the moisture con-

vergence the model effectively sees. This is because the

ECMWF model actually updates its humidity field by

applying a semi-Lagrangian scheme to an advective

form of the moisture equation. As such, moisture di-

vergence does not need to be evaluated in the updating

of the model. In contrast, to derive MC as a diagnostic,

the moisture divergence is evaluated in spectral space

the same way that mass divergence is computed in the

model to evaluate vertical velocities (Berrisford et al.

2011a). Another reason for an imbalance is that the

ECMWF model contains a moisture diffusion along h

surfaces (ECMWF 2012) but the q tendencies induced

by this are not saved or known (and also cannot be

computed from the humidity field after the fact). The

third reason is that the reported P, E, q, and MC fields

have been influenced by the data assimilation scheme

such that the moisture budget [Eq. (6)] need no longer

be in balance because of so-called analysis increments

(Trenberth et al. 2011).

b. Error introduced in evaluation of time mean
divergence of vertically integrated moisture flux

The imbalance between P2 E, moisture storage, and

MC in ERA-Interim is not of immediate concern to us.

In climate models, these will balance more closely be-

cause the moisture budget is closed because of the ab-

sence of analysis increments. Hence, our main effort is

to assess howwell the divergence of vertically integrated
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FIG. 1. The (left) January and (right) July climatologies of the ERA-Interim-reported (top) vertically in-

tegrated moisture divergence MC, (top middle) P2E, (bottom middle) their difference, and (bottom) the

change in moisture storage computed from the reported vertically integrated moisture content. (Units are

mmday21.)
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moisture can be evaluated diagnostically using archived

data. That is, how well can the ERA-Interim-reported

MC itself be approximated from archived u and q on

pressure levels together with ps? As discussed, errors

will be introduced in the evaluation of the divergence, in

the evaluation of the vertical integral and by the time

resolution of the data, which will each be treated in turn.

1) ERROR FROM EVALUATION OF DIVERGENCE

ERA-Interim reports the VIMF and its convergence,

MC. Hence, by applying to VIMF the simple centered

difference divergence operator as in Eq. (17), we de-

termine the error introduced relative to the ERA-

Interim-reported value. That is, we evaluate

2
1

grw
$ �VIMF cf. 2

1

grw
$ f �VIMF.

Figure 2 shows this difference. Most of the analyses to

follow are on the 1.58 grid and these results are shown in

themiddle row of Fig. 2. The difference between the 1.58
actual and diagnosed convergence is considerably larger

than any subsequent errors introduced through decreases

in temporal or vertical resolution. Errors introduced by

the divergence operator approximation are concentrated

in regions where the spatial gradients in the moisture

convergence field are large. This is expected, as the errors

in the$f approximation will appear like derivatives of the

divergence field. For example, the Pacific and Atlantic

intertropical convergence zones (ITCZs), where the

moisture convergence varies in strength and sign over

small meridional distances, are regions of notable error.

Coastal regions, where themoisture convergence also has

strong gradients, and mountainous regions are other

areas where the divergence approximation introduces

notable errors.

The top row of Fig. 2 shows the same difference be-

tween reported and diagnosed moisture convergence

when the 0.758 grid data are used. This is much smaller

than the error using the coarse-resolution data and

makes clear that discretization error is a major source of

error in the latter. However, even at the higher resolu-

tion, sizable errors in the diagnostic calculation occur,

especially over land and regions of severe topography.

To assess how coherent the errors are, in the bottom row

of Fig. 2 we show a version of the error with the 1.58 grid
after one pass of a 1–2–1 spatial smoother. This effec-

tively removes a lot of the error, as expected if it arises

from discretization error, but notably leaves errors near

key climatic features like the ITCZ.

Table 1 shows the climatological area averages of

root-mean-square differences between monthly means

of2(1/grw)$f �VIMF and bothMC and the convergence

of vertically integrated moisture as computed by us.

These are all for the 1.58 grid. It can be seen there that the
largest error comes from the comparison of MC with

2(1/grw)$f �VIMF: that is, purely from the evaluation of

divergence. The other root-mean-square errors in Table 1

are between quantities in which for both the divergence is

computed by us as in Eq. (17) (see below) and therefore

include only errors due to time or vertical resolution of

that data. These are smaller than the error introduced by

the divergence evaluation. This error can bemade smaller

by applying the finite difference divergence operator to

data closer to the actual model resolution but not entirely

removed. It should be recalled that moisture convergence

is never actually computed during integration of the

model, so it is not clear what the actual truth is and some

level of disagreement has to accepted. The issue then

becomes the extent to which it impacts any analysis of

interest, a matter we address later.

2) ERROR INTRODUCED FROM USING TIME

RESOLUTION OF ARCHIVED DATA

We begin by considering how the moisture balance is

impacted by the fact that the archived data are not at the

model time step but are instead stored at the 6-hourly or

perhaps daily time scale. In the case of ERA-Interim,

the data are 6 hourly and hence ignore the covariance of

u and q at shorter time scales. To do this we show in

Fig. 3 the quantity

2
1

grw
$ f � �

K

k51

u6,kq6,kDp6,k2MC,

where the i and j subscripts have been dropped for sim-

plicity and the subscript 6 indicates that this is evaluated

using 6-hourly data for u, q, and p. In this case errors are

introduced both by the reduced time resolution of the

data and by the vertical integration being performed by

us (on 26 levels) rather than by ECMWF in a way pre-

sumably consistent with the model numerics. Quantita-

tively, the root-mean-square differences between the

various diagnostic estimates of climatologicalMCand the

actual ERA-Interim-reported values are given in Table 2.

There it can be seen, by comparison toTable 1, thatMC is

actually closer to the divergence of our vertically in-

tegrated moisture flux than it is to the divergence of the

ERA-Interim-reported vertically integrated moisture

flux. This is something we cannot explain, though it im-

plies compensating errors in our computation of di-

vergence and vertical integrals. Despite this nagging

issue, Fig. 3 shows that, apart from a hint of systematic

error near the ITCZ, the errors from time resolution and

vertical integration appear randomly scattered around
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the globe. The ITCZ errors may be due to the existence

in that region of transient storm systems with co-

varying winds and humidity on the less than 6-hourly

time scale.

Figure 3 also shows the quantity

2
1

grw
$ f � �

K

k51

ud,kqd,kDpd,k 2MC,

FIG. 2. (top) The (left) January and (right) July climatologies of the difference between the divergence of the ERA-Interim-reported

vertically integrated moisture flux VIMF as evaluated using a centered finite difference scheme and the ERA-Interim-reported value

$f �VIMF2MC all on 0.758 grid. (middle) As in (top), but on a 1.58 grid. (bottom) As in (middle), but after application of one pass of a 1–2–1

spatial smoother. (Units are mmday21.)
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where the d subscript indicates this was evaluated

with daily data. In this case, errors are systematic with

too little moisture divergence at the subtropical edge

of the midlatitudes and too little moisture conver-

gence in the middle to high latitudes. This clearly

represents an underestimation of poleward moisture

transport by midlatitude transient eddies with the

error arising from not sampling the subdaily covariance

between the flow and the humidity. Since these mid-

latitude storms have characteristic time scales of a few

to several days, it is reasonable that daily resolution

data will be inadequate to capture their effects. This

point is made clear in Fig. 3, where we show the dif-

ference between the 6-hourly and daily moisture con-

vergence, with the former having stronger subtropical

to midlatitude moisture transport with divergence on

the subtropical side and convergence on the pole-

ward side.

3) ERROR FROM VERTICAL INTEGRATION USING

FEWER PRESSURE LEVELS

The calculations so far in which we performed the

vertical integration used 26 vertical levels, which is

more than is often available in archives of model data.

Hence, we redo the integrations with daily data but

with a degraded 18-level dataset that has fewer model

levels near the surface. Figure 4 shows the difference

between an 18-layer vertical integration of the mois-

ture convergence and MC (which can be compared

with Fig. 3 for the 26-layer case) and the difference

between the 26- and 18-layer integrations, all using

daily data. As expected, the errors are in general larger

when using fewer layers, but these are restricted to land

while differences over the ocean are small (also see

Table 2). The increased error over land is because of

less resolution in the lower atmosphere, where the

moisture is located and also where vertical gradients of

moisture are often large.

The 6-hourly data are really required for evaluating

the transient contributions to moisture budgets, but ar-

chiving 6-hourly or even daily data for complete model

runs at model vertical resolution places a considerable

stress on data storage requirements and, once archived,

on networks used to transfer data from the modeling

groups that produce it to researchers elsewhere that

analyze it. Inmany cases, therefore, the 6-hourly or daily

data are archived on a subset of vertical levels to reduce

the amount of data archived. For example, examining

the current CMIP5 archive of 6-hourly and daily data, it

was found that the 6-hourly data were typically only

available on 3 vertical levels, obviously inadequate for

moisture budget evaluation, and that daily data were

available typically on 8 vertical levels. Hence, we next

determined how closely an evaluation with daily data on

8 levels can match the actual convergence of vertically

integrated moisture: that is, the comparison

MC cf. 2
1

grw
$ f � �

8

k51

ud,kqd,kDpd,k .

This comparison already includes the error in going to

daily or 6-hourly data and the error in going from 26 to

18 levels and then introduces an additional error in go-

ing to 8 levels from 18. However, we choose to show the

total error in Fig. 4. Comparing to the 18-level data, the

8-level case introduces significantly more error across

the globe with notable errors appearing in the ITCZ

regions and already existing errors over land becoming

much larger. The degradation of the balance in the

moisture budget when reducing the vertical resolution

to only 8 levels is really quite striking.

4) ERROR INTRODUCED BY IGNORING THE

SUBMONTHLY VARIATIONS OF SURFACE

PRESSURE

Up to now the vertical integrals have been performed

at the temporal resolution of the data (e.g., every 6 h or

day) using the surface pressure at the same temporal

resolution as the lower limit of integration. This allows

for any covariation between flow fields, specific humid-

ity, and surface pressure. However, it is our experience

that high-temporal-resolution surface pressure data are

not always available, so next we address the error in-

troduced by first computing the time mean of the co-

variance of u and q and then vertically integrating this

using the time mean surface pressure. Introducing

a single overbar to denote a monthly mean, we perform

the comparisons

TABLE 1. The long-term average of root-mean-square differ-

ences (mmday21) between the monthly mean diagnostically

computed convergence of ERA-Interim-reported vertically in-

tegrated moisture flux ($f � VIMF) and, in the left column, the

ERA-Interim-reported monthly mean vertically integrated MC

and, in the other columns to the right, diagnostically computed

convergences of diagnostically computed monthly mean vertical

moisture fluxes.

RMS[(�) 2 $f � VIMF]

MC

6 hourly,

26 levels

6 hourly,

18 levels

6 hourly,

8 levels

Global 1.31 0.93 1.04 1.89

Land 1.94 1.34 1.53 2.82

Ocean 0.95 0.70 0.76 1.35

308S–308N 1.21 0.86 0.94 1.71

308–908N/S 0.53 0.45 0.47 0.77
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FIG. 3. The (left) January and (right) July climatological differences between the ERA-Interim-reported vertically integrated moisture

convergenceMC and that evaluated using (top) archived 6-hourly data on 26 pressure levels and (middle) daily data on 26 pressure levels.

(bottom) The difference between 6-hourly and daily evaluations. (Units are mmday21.)
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Figure 5 shows this comparison with daily data for both

the 18- and 26-layer versions andwith 6-hourly data for 26

layers. In no case are there important increases in error

when going from daily vertical integrals to calculations

that use monthly mean flow–humidity covariances to-

gether with monthly mean pressure thicknesses (see also

Table 2). These comparisons show that no significant

additional error is introduced by first time averaging the

covariance of u and q and then vertically integrating this

using the time mean ps as the lower limit of integration.

5. Breaking down the moisture budget into
components related to divergent flow, mean flow
advection of moisture and transient eddy fluxes

The form of the moisture budget equation examined

so far is quite useful and would allow a breakdown of,

say, P 2 E anomalies (or change) into components due

to circulation and humidity anomalies (or change) since

either u or q can be held at climatological values while

the other one is allowed to vary, all within the vertical

integral and the divergence operator (see below). How-

ever, this form does not allow an assessment of the

relative roles of divergent circulations (i.e., the q$ � u
term) and advection of moisture (i.e., the u � $q term) to

P2 E. To assess that, we must return to a form with the

divergence operator inside the vertical integral, which

then introduces the surface boundary term as in Eqs.

(14) and (15). The problem then emerges when trying to

evaluate the
Ð ps
0 $ � (uq) dp term because, in the presence

of varying surface pressure, the lower limit of in-

tegration is different at the grid points used to perform

the divergence operator. For example, is the right ap-

proach to evaluate $ � (uq) ’ $f � (uq) only at the

pressure levels that exist for all the points used in

the divergence operator [Eq. (15)], (i 1 1, j), (i 2 1, j),

(i, j 1 1), and (i, j 2 1), or is the right approach to also

incorporate grid points that are at pressure levels which

are nonexistent (higher pressure than surface pressure)

and assume that u is zero at those points? In either case,

how is the surface boundary term to be evaluated?

Fortunately, there is a way to do this that yields the

correct answer. To illustrate the approachwewill reduce

the problem to (x, p) dimensions and examine

›

›x

�ðp
s

0
(uq) dp

�
5

ðp
s

0

›(uq)

›x
dp1 usqs

›ps
›x

, (21)

where x5 al cosf and require that the numericalmethods

chosen to evaluate these terms ensure a balance.

Referring to Fig. 6 and temporarily reintroducing

i subscripts onK, we useKi to indicate the lowest pressure

TABLE 2. The long-term average of root-mean-square differences (mmday21) between monthly mean diagnostically computed di-

vergence of vertically integrated moisture content and the ERA-Interim-reported values of the same (MC) for various combinations of

vertical and time resolution of the diagnostic computations. Legend in the table corresponds to the usage in the main text except that

n generically refers to the time resolution, either 6 hourly or daily.

Errors (mmday21)

26 levels 18 levels 8 levels

unqnDpn unqnDp unqn Dp unqnDpn unqnDp unqnDp unqnDpn unqnDp unqn Dp

6 h

Global 1.10 1.11 1.11 1.20 1.21 1.22 1.97 2.02 2.07

Land 1.57 1.57 1.57 1.74 1.76 1.79 2.90 3.00 3.08

Ocean 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.89 0.90 0.90 1.43 1.46 1.49

#308N/S 1.06 1.06 1.06 1.12 1.12 1.12 1.81 1.83 1.86

308–908N/S 0.52 0.52 0.52 0.54 0.55 0.56 0.82 0.86 0.91

Daily

Global 1.14 1.14 1.14 1.23 1.24 1.26 1.99 2.04 2.09

Land 1.58 1.59 1.59 1.76 1.78 1.80 2.91 2.99 3.07

Ocean 0.89 0.89 0.90 0.94 0.94 0.95 1.47 1.49 1.52

#308N/S 1.07 1.07 1.07 1.13 1.13 1.13 1.82 1.84 1.86

308–908N/S 0.64 0.64 0.64 0.66 0.67 0.68 0.93 0.97 1.01
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FIG. 4. The (left) January and (right) July climatological differences between the ERA-Interim-reported vertically integrated moisture

convergence MC and that evaluated using (top) archived daily data on 18 pressure levels and (middle) 8 pressure levels. (bottom) The

difference between evaluations using daily data and 26 levels vs 18 levels. (Units are mmday21.)
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FIG. 5. The (left) January and (right) July climatological differences between evaluations of the convergence of vertically integrated

moisture for the cases of using monthly means of daily wind and humidity covariances combined with monthly mean pressure thicknesses

and the case that allows for daily covariances of wind, humidity, and pressure thicknesses with (top) 18 and (middle) 26 pressure levels and

(bottom) the same difference using 26 pressure levels and 6-hourly data. (Units are mmday21.)
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level at grid point i that is above the surface: that is, has

a pressure, pKi
lower than the surface pressure at the grid

point psi . Then Eq. (21), evaluated between grid points

i and i 1 1, is approximated by

�
›

›x

�ðp
s

0
(uq) dp

��
i11/2

’
1

xi11 2 xi

(
�
K

i11

k51

(uq)i11,kDpk1 (uq)i11,K
i11
(ps,i112 pK11/2)

2

"
�
K

i

k51

(uq)i,kDpk 1 (uq)i,K
i

(ps,i2 pK11/2)

#)
. (22)

Here, for example, at a latitudef, xi5 a cosfli. Next we

let the level k 5 kk equal the lowest level with pressure

p 5 pkk for which all the adjacent grid points have ps $

pkk. Then Eq. (22) can be rewritten as

�
›

›x

�ðp
s

0
(uq) dp

��
i11/2

’
1

xi112 xi

(
�
kk

k51

[(uq)i11,k2 (uq)i,k]Dpk 1 �
K

i11

k5kk11

(uq)i11,kDpk

2 �
K

i

k5kk11

(uq)i,kDpk1 (uq)i11,K
i11
( ps,i112 pK11/2)2 (uq)i,K

i
( ps,i 2 pK11/2)

)
, (23)

where it is understood that the sum �K
k5kk11 is only

performed for K $ kk 1 1, which by definition means

only at i1 1 for surface height decreasing westward and

i for surface height increasing westward.

The first right-hand side term in Eq. (23) provides

a straightforward approximation to the first right-hand

side term in Eq. (21): namely,

� ðp
s

0

›(uq)

›x
dp

�
i11/2

’ �
kk

k51

(uq)i11,k 2 (uq)i,k
xi112 xi

Dpk (24)

The remainder of Eq. (22) provides an approximation to

the surface term in Eq. (20) as follows:

�
usqs

›ps
›x

�
i11/2

5
1

xi11 2 xi

(
�
K

i11

k5kk11

(uq)i11,kDpk 2 �
K

i

k5kk11

(uq)i,kDpk

1 (uq)i11,K
i11
(ps,i112 pK11/2)2 (uq)i,K

i
(ps,i2 pK11/2)

)
. (25)

We refer to this surface term as SFCK. The fact that this

approximation holds can be seen by supposing the spe-

cial case when uq is uniform everywhere and hence

equals (usqs)i11/2 in which case Eq. (25) reduces to�
usqs

›ps
›x

�
i11/2

5 (usqs)i11/2

ps,i112 ps,i
xi112 xi

. (26)

If the surface term is evaluated as in Eq. (25) and the

vertical integral of the divergence of moisture as in Eq.

(24), then the sum of these two terms will exactly equal

that given by Eq. (22) [or Eq. (23)] and the balance in

Eq. (21) is assured. As such, since all the data needed to

evaluate both Eqs. (22) and (24) are typically available,

wewould recommend that the surface term be evaluated

as the difference between these and avoid the need to

explicitly calculate it from Eq. (25).

It should be noted that the surface term, despite not

being easily interpreted in a physical way, is not small.

In Fig. 7 we show the annual mean climatological

moisture budget terms. Comparison of the mean flow

moisture convergence (top right) with the total mois-

ture convergence (top left) shows how dominant the

mean flow is in explaining the moisture budget while

the differences show the importance of the transient

eddies in the midlatitudes and subtropics. Figure 7 also

shows the vertical integral of moisture divergence [the

two-dimensional analog of Eq. (24)] and the surface term

fthe two-dimensional analog of Eq. (25) but evaluated as

a residual between two-dimensional analogs of Eqs. (23)

[or Eq. (22)] and (24)g. It is clear that, for the moisture

transport by the mean flow, the pattern and amplitude is

preserved whether the convergence is computed before
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or after the vertical integral is performed. However, it is

also clear that the surface term SFCK is large wherever

there are large gradients of surface pressure such as at

coasts (where altitude can change abruptly) and over

mountain ranges and hence cannot be ignored in the

moisture budget.

Bringing the divergence operator inside the vertical

integral allows the moisture divergence term to be

broken into components related to the divergent flow

and to advection across humidity gradients as in Eq.

(15). This is usually performed on the monthly mean

fields. Denoting once more the ERA-reported monthly

means by a single overbar, in Fig. 7 we also show cli-

matological values of the terms in

2
1

grw
�
kk

k51

$f � (ukqk)Dpk 52
1

grw
�
kk

k51

(qk$f � uk)Dpk

2
1

grw
�
kk

k51

(u � $f qk)Dpk .

(27)

The mass divergence is clearly the dominant term in

explaining the pattern of the mean flow moisture

divergence. However, themean flow advection term acts

to dry the tropics, where the trades flow from drier re-

gions to moister regions and moistens the midlatitudes,

where the surface westerlies flow from moister regions

to drier regions.

Summary

Table 2 provides a quantitative assessment of the

sizes of the various sources of error. First of all we

see that errors are much larger over land than ocean,

presumably due to the complexity of three-dimensional

spatial structures of winds and humidity. Errors are also

larger in the tropics than extratropics, but this follows

from the moisture convergences and divergences being

larger there. The increase in error going from 6-hourly to

daily data is, however, concentrated in the extratropics

and is related to the transient eddy moisture transport.

Errors due to reduced vertical resolution are not striking

in going from 26 to 18 levels but are large over land and

ocean, in the tropics and extratropics, when going to only

8 levels (typical of CMIP archives of daily data). Using

monthly mean flow–humidity covariances together with

monthly mean pressure thicknesses is in all cases an ac-

ceptable approximation.

6. Errors in the evaluation of moisture budget
anomalies: Case study of the 1993 Mississippi
valley flood

We have demonstrated the errors that are introduced

into moisture budgets when evaluated diagnostically

with archived data. However, that was done with cli-

matological moisture budgets. Next we need to assess

the errors involved when analyzing the moisture

budget anomalies associated with certain events of

interest such as floods and droughts. It is possible,

after all, that the climatological errors are persistent

enough in time that they do not appear within the

anomalous budgets. To examine this, we choose the

case of the late spring–early summer 1993 Mississippi

valley flood, which represents an extreme seasonal

anomaly of P 2 E sustained by anomalous moisture

convergence.

The analysis was conducted with the 26-level and

6-hourly data but using integration down to the monthly

mean (as opposed to daily) surface pressure since we

showed in section 4 that this approximation does not

introduce important error. The equation we begin with

is then

(P2E)der 52
1

grw
$f � �

K

k51

u6,kq6,kDp6,k . (28)

Here, as before, the single overbar denotes monthly

mean quantities and (P2E)der indicates the P 2 E

implied by the evaluated moisture convergence (as

opposed to that reported by ERA-Interim or implied

by MC). We are interested in evaluating this for the

average of May–July (MJJ) 1993, when the floods

occurred, and determining the anomalies relative to

the climatological situation. With ERA-Interim we

FIG. 6. Schematic of a pressure grid over uneven topography for

reference in discussion of how to evaluate the surface term that

appears when evaluating vertical integrals of moisture divergence:

that is, when the divergence operator is inside the vertical integral

over pressure. The terms Ki and KI11 indicate number of vertical

pressure levels at columns i and i 1 1 and kk indicates the lowest

level for which the pressure pk is lower than the surface pressure at

both grid points, i and i 1 1, needed to evaluate the divergence

operator at i 1 1/2.
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can evaluate the moisture convergence anomalies for

MJJ 1993 directly from the reported values of MC and

then we can also evaluate this from Eq. (28). There-

fore, using the second overbar to denote the long-term

climatological monthly mean and a hat above an

overbar to denote a departure of a particular monthly

mean from the climatological value (e.g., q5 q1bq),
we evaluate

FIG. 7. (top left) The annual mean climatology of the convergence of vertically integrated total moisture flux and its two

components, (middle left) the vertical integral of total moisture convergence and (bottom left) the total surface term. (top

right) The convergence of vertically integrated mean flow moisture flux is split into components due to the (middle right)

convergence mean flow and (bottom right) mean flow advection. (Units are mmday21.)
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dMC5MC2MC (29)

and
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grw
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k51

u6,kq6,kDp6,k

!
.

(30)

In Fig. 8 we show forMJJ 1993 (i.e., the average of the

anomalies for the 3 months) the ERA-Interim-reported

vertically integrated moisture convergence anomaly dMC,

the estimate of this using 6-hourly archived data on 26

levels [i.e., the left-hand side of Eq. (30)] for both the

globe and North America, the ERA-Interim-reportedbP2E, and the change of vertically integrated moisture

across the 3-month period. Globally, there is a close level

of agreement between the actual column integrated

moisture convergence anomaly and that diagnostically

calculated with the largest anomalies being moisture

convergence over the central and western equatorial

Pacific and divergence to the north and south and within

the Pacific ITCZ, consistent with outgoing longwave ra-

diation anomalies at the time and related to a waning El

Ni~no (e.g., Trenberth and Guillemot 1996). Over North

America the agreement is also good and shows a large

and focused moisture convergence anomaly over the

upper Mississippi valley and a moisture divergence

anomaly over most of the southern United States and the

western Atlantic Ocean. The ERA-Interim-reportedbP2E anomaly over North America agrees quite well

with dMC. The change in moisture storage is small.

To assess the level of agreement between the actual

and diagnostically computed anomalies, in Fig. 9 we show

the differences between ERA-Interim-reported and

diagnostically computed column integrated moisture

convergence for MJJ 1993 and, for comparison, the

climatological MJJ. The climatological error in MJJ is

similar in character to that in the other seasons (Fig. 1)

and is noisy and not systematic over North America. The

MJJ 1993 error is also not systematic and also smaller

than the climatological difference. This means that the

anomalous moisture convergence in any one month,

season, or—presumably—year can indeed be estimated

in a useful way by the diagnostic computation. That this is

so allows further analysis of dynamical and thermody-

namical causes of the anomalies of interest.

To determine causes of P 2 E anomalies, we break

down the moisture convergence anomaly into compo-

nents due tomean circulation anomalies, mean humidity

anomalies, and transient eddy moisture flux anomalies.

To do this we first note that 6-hourly quantities are

given, for example, for q6, by

q65 q1 q065 q1 bq1 q06 , (31)

where the prime denotes a departure of 6-hourly data

from the monthly mean (which itself equals the clima-

tological monthly mean plus the monthly mean anom-

aly). Substituting expansions like Eq. (31) into Eq. (28),

we can derive equations for the monthly mean clima-

tology and anomalies in (P2E)der or equivalently the

diagnostically computedmoisture convergence, in terms

of components of the flow and humidity fields,

(P2E)der ’2
1

grw
$f � �

K

k51

(uk qk 1 u06,kq
0
6,k)Dpk , (32)

b(P2E)der’2
1

grw
$f � �

K

k51

b(ukqkDpk1bu06,kq06,k Dpk) ,
(33)

’2
1

grw
$f � �

K

k51

(uk
bqk 1 bukqk 1bu06,kq06,k)Dpk , (34)

where, to derive the approximation in Eq. (34), prod-

ucts of monthly anomalies and terms involving dDpk
have been neglected. [It was found that, in general,

ignoring the surface pressure variations which dictate

variations in dDpk introduces little additional error.

Further, in the case of Eq. (34), which combines terms

that are climatological and terms that are monthly

anomalies, it would be ambiguous what to use for dDpk;
hence, using climatological values seems expedient.1]

In Eq. (34), the first term on the right-hand side is the

anomaly in implied P 2 E due to anomalies in mean

specific humidity working with the climatological cir-

culation, the second term is the anomaly due to the

anomaly in mean circulation working with the clima-

tological specific humidity, and the third term is the

anomaly due to anomalies in the moisture convergence

by submonthly time-scale transient eddies.

In Fig. 10 we show the combined contribution of the

mean flow and mean humidity to the moisture conver-

gence anomaly and also the contribution from transient

1 In Seager et al. (2012) (see also Seager and Naik 2012),

anomalies in moisture budgets were examined using compositing

over model El Ni~no and La Ni~na events and the pressure integrals

were chosen to correspond to surface pressure anomalies during

these events, but the ambiguity introduced by breakdowns into

terms combining climatological and anomaly quantities is not

avoided.
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FIG. 8. (top left),(middle left) The ERA-Interim-reported vertically integrated moisture convergence anomaly and (top right),(middle

right) that computed diagnostically from 6-hourly data on 26 levels for May–July 1993 for (top) the globe and (middle) North America.

(bottom left) The ERA-Interim-reportedbP2E and (bottom right) the change in moisture storage. (Units are mmday21.)
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eddy moisture convergence, using now combinations of

18 and 26 levels and 6-hourly and daily data [i.e., the

breakdown in Eq. (33)]. The mean flow and humidity

anomalies caused the moisture convergence anomaly in

the central United States, and this is well approximated

with only 18 levels. The contribution of mean flow

moisture convergence to the floods is consistent with the

persistently strong Great Plains low-level jet identified

by Weaver et al. (2009). The transient eddy moisture

convergence anomaly, in contrast, provides a north–

south dipole with divergence over the southeastern

United States and convergence to the north resulting in

a shift northward of the total moisture convergence

anomaly. The transient eddy moisture convergence

anomaly evaluated with 6-hourly data is well approxi-

mated with 18 levels. The transient eddy moisture flux

convergence pattern is consistent with the argument of

Trenberth and Guillemot (1996) (based on flux anom-

alies but not on convergence) that the storm-track

anomalies in MJJ 1993 transferred moisture from the

Gulf of Mexico into the upper Mississippi valley. When

the transient eddymoisture convergence and divergence

anomalies are evaluated with daily data the patterns are

consistent with their 6-hourly counterparts but are notably

weaker. As for the climatological case, it is clear that daily

data is inadequate for evaluating transient eddy fluxes and

divergence and that accuracy requires 6-hourly data.

The next step is to determine the relative contribution

to the P 2 E anomaly of changes in the mean flow and

changes in the mean humidity: that is, the breakdown in

Eq. (34). In Fig. 11 we show the mean flow moisture

convergence anomaly (repeated from Fig. 10), together

with the anomalous meanmoisture flux vectors and then

the part of this that is caused by the flow anomalies

FIG. 9. The difference between ERA-Interim-reported vertically integrated moisture convergence and that computed diagnostically with

6-hourly data on 26 levels (left) for climatological MJJ and (right) just for MJJ 1993. (Units are mmday21.)
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FIG. 10. Components of theMJJ 1993moisture budget anomaly. The contribution from anomalies in themean flow

and mean humidity evaluated with (top left) 26 and (top right) 18 levels and the contribution from transient eddy

moisture flux convergence evaluated with (middle) 6-hourly data and (bottom) daily data for (left) 26 and (right)

18 levels. (Units are mmday21.)
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combining with the climatological humidity field and its

associated vectors. The similarity of these two sets of

fluxes and convergences indicates clearly that the cir-

culation anomaly is the prime contributor to the P 2 E

anomaly while changes in humidity are less important

(but not trivial). This result emphasizes the atmospheric

dynamical origin of the MJJ 1993 flood in agreement

with earlier studies (Mo et al. 1995; Liu et al. 1998).

Figure 11 also shows the vectors of the transient eddy

moisture flux together with their convergence (repeated

from Fig. 10), which reveal the northwestward flux of

moisture by the eddies from the southeast United States

toward the upper Mississippi valley.

It is also of interest how the mean flow moisture

convergence anomaly is contributed to by the divergent

flow (and balancing vertical motion) and by moisture

advection as in Eqs. (15) and (27). In this case we rewrite

Eq. (33), with the help of Eqs. (14) and (15), and replace

the pressure thicknesses with climatological values as

b(P2E)der’2
1

grw
�
K

k51

b(qk$f � uk 1buk � $f qk)Dpk

2
1

grw
$f � �

K

k51

b(u06,kq06,k)Dpk2 dSFCK .

(35)

To perform this breakdown, the divergence operator

has to be brought inside the vertical integration, and

hence the surface term SFCK is reintroduced. Figure 12

shows this breakdown for MJJ 1993. In the left column,

we once more show the total anomalous convergence

(mean plus transient flows) of vertically integrated

moisture at the top (repeated from Fig. 10), and below it

is the anomalous vertical integral of the total moisture

convergence and the surface term SFCK. As for the

climatological case (Fig. 7), the pattern and amplitude of

anomalous moisture convergence is preserved whether

the convergence is performed before or after the vertical

integral. However, as before, the surface term is non-

negligible over the North American continent because

of the presence of sizable surface pressure gradients. In

the right column of Fig. 12, we show the total anomalous

mean flow moisture convergence once more and its

breakdown into a part due to the divergent mean flow

and a part due to mean flow advection across mean

humidity gradients. Both terms are important with clear

roles for the term involving the mean flow convergence

and ascending air in the region of highestP2E anomaly

in the Mississippi valley and for the moisture advection

term farther to the east. The advection term here in-

cludes the advection of the mean specific humidity field

by the anomalous flow and, referring to Fig. 11, the

FIG. 11. (top) The MJJ 1993 mean flow moisture flux anomaly

and its convergence evaluated with 26 levels, (middle) the part of

this due to just mean flow anomalies combining with climatological

humidity together with its convergence, and (bottom) the transient

eddy moisture fluxes and their convergence evaluated with clima-

tological pressure thicknesses. (Units are kg21m21 s21 for the fluxes

and mmday21 for the convergence.)
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FIG. 12. (top left) The MJJ 1993 anomaly of the total convergence of the vertically integrated moisture

flux and its breakdown into the vertical integral of (middle left) moisture convergence and (bottom left) the

surface term all using 6-hourly data and 26 levels. (right) Terms related to the mean flow and mean hu-

midity anomalies. (top right) The anomaly of the convergence of vertically integrated mean flow moisture

flux and the components of the vertically integrated moisture convergence due to (middle right) the mean

flow convergence and (bottom right) mean flow advection of mean humidity. All terms were evaluated

using climatological pressure thicknesses. (Units are kg21m21 s21 for the fluxes and mmday21 for the

convergence.)
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strong southerly component to the flow anomalies in

MJJ 1993 would create a positive P2E tendency in that

way.

Finally for the analysis of the MJJ 1993 Mississippi

valley floods, we examine how well the anomalies would

be captured if only 8 levels of daily data were avail-

able, as is common for CMIP archives of daily data. The

8-layer version quite reasonably captures the 26-level

version of the total moisture convergence (Fig. 13). The

errors introduced are quite random spatially but, in

general, are of the magnitude of the field itself.

In summary, with 6-hourly data and care and attention

in the performance of divergence operators and vertical

integrals, as well as their order of computation, the di-

agnosed moisture budget can be analyzed and broken

down to yield important insights into the causes of major

hydroclimate anomalies such as the MJJ 1993 Mis-

sissippi floods. Nonetheless, in this case of the MJJ 1993

floods, even an analysis of causes based on just 8 levels of

daily data might lead to useful, if not definitive, results.

7. Conclusions

The ability to diagnose moisture budget variations,

and their causes, within reanalyses and atmosphere

models, using archived data has been evaluated. The

work was performed using the ERA-Interim data, which

report vertically integrated moisture fluxes and con-

vergences. This allows an assessment of errors in-

troduced by diagnostically evaluating these terms from

the archived data. The climatological moisture budget is

evaluated as well as anomalies during the Mississippi

valley flood of May–July 1993. Because of the assimi-

lation procedure, ERA-Interim does not have a closed

moisture budget and precipitation minus evaporation

P 2 E does not balance the vertically integrated mois-

ture convergence and tendency. However, in diagnostic

use of data from climate models, where this balance is

more closely assured because of lack of data assimila-

tion, the problem is always the evaluation of the verti-

cally integrated moisture convergence. Hence here we

focus on the evaluation of that using the ERA-Interim

as our test case. Conclusions are as follows:

d Estimating the ERA-Interim-reported vertically inte-

grated moisture convergence by applying a centered

finite difference scheme to the ERA-Interim-reported

vertically integrated moisture fluxes introduces signifi-

cant error, which is greater over land than ocean. Errors

are smaller when data closer to the ECMWF model

resolution are used but do not disappear. The errors are

probably partly due to the use of different numeri-

cal methods to evaluate the ERA-Interim-reported

convergence of vertically integrated moisture fluxes

to those used in our diagnostic evaluation of moisture

convergence. However, since the ECMWF model

itself uses yet different methods to update its mois-

ture field and since the effects of moisture diffusion

in the ERA-Interim cannot be diagnosed, some level

of imbalance between diagnosed moisture conver-

gence, P 2 E, and change in moisture storage has to

be accepted.
d In midlatitudes where transient eddies cause signifi-

cant time-averaged covariances of flow and humidity

and hence time-averaged moisture fluxes and conver-

gence, use of 6-hourly data introduces far less error

than daily data. The error from using daily data

appears as an underestimation of transient eddy

moisture fluxes and convergence.
d Using 18 vertical levels instead of 26 vertical levels, with

loss of vertical resolution in the boundary layer, in-

troduces additional errors primarily over land areas and

has little effect over the ocean, presumably because of

differences in the complexity of the vertical structure of

winds and humidity. However, going from 18 levels to

the 8 levels common in CMIP archives of daily data

introduces additional errors, which are now spread

across both land and ocean.Monthlymean data inCMIP

archives are usually stored at greater vertical resolution.

Calculating the mean flow moisture convergence at the

higher resolution and the transient contribution at the

reduced vertical resolution will reduce error.
d Daily surface pressure data is not always available in

model archives. However, performing vertical inte-

grals withmonthlymean pressure fields does not cause

a significant increase in error compared to performing

vertical integrals each day with daily pressure fields or

every 6 h with 6-hourly pressure fields.
d When breaking down mean flow moisture conver-

gence into components due to mass flux convergence

and advection, the divergence operator has to be

taken inside the vertical pressure integral, which

introduces a surface term qsus � $ps. A method is

developed to numerically evaluate the vertical in-

tegral of mean flow moisture convergence and the

surface term that assures that these sum exactly to

equal the convergence of the vertically integrated

moisture flux.
d Errors in diagnostically evaluating moisture budgets

for particular seasons are no larger—and maybe

smaller—than for climatological moisture budgets.

This ensures that diagnosed moisture budgets can be

reasonably examined to determine the causes of

hydroclimate anomalies.
d The anomalous moisture budget evaluation was

illustrated for the case of the Mississippi floods of
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FIG. 13. The MJJ 1993 anomaly of the convergence of the total vertically

integrated moisture flux computed with (top) 26 and (middle) 8 layers and

(bottom) their difference. (Units are mmday21.)
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May–July 1993. The diagnostically computed mois-

ture convergence closely matches the ERA-Interim-

reported one as well as the ERA-Interim P 2 E. It is

shown that mean flow moisture convergence related to

a southerly flow anomaly and convergent flow was

responsible for the positive P2E in the central United

States, while an anomalous transient eddymoisture flux

divergence dried the southeast United States and

transient eddy moisture flux convergence moistened

the upper Mississippi valley. It is also shown that the

moisture budget anomalies responsible for the flood

were largely caused by circulation anomalies combin-

ing with the mean flow with the impacts of humidity

anomalies being weaker. The contribution of the

circulation anomalies was effected through both changes

in mass convergence (and hence vertical motion) and

changes in the advection of the mean humidity. The

transient eddy contribution to the anomaly was under-

estimated with hourly data. However, an analysis with

even 8 levels of daily data would reveal the major

causes of the flood.

Recommendation

In this regard, we make the following recommenda-

tion: Climate models and reanalyses should compute

covariances at the model time step and then average

these into monthly means (e.g., archive monthly means

of uT,kqT,k, where T refers to time-step values on the

model vertical grid) for archiving in, for example, CMIP

data and in reanalysis data.

Monthly mean flow–humidity covariances can be

vertically integrated with the monthly pressure fields to

yield an accurate approximation to the total monthly

mean convergence of vertically integrated moisture

fluxes. With this saved, the transient contributions can

be evaluated by subtracting the monthly mean contri-

butions evaluated from the monthly mean data. Tran-

sient contributions estimated in this way will in fact

be more accurate than those computed with archived

6-hourly data and even more accurate than those com-

puted with daily data at themodest cost of increasing the

size of model data archives. If this was done, it would

help researchers perform accurate analyses of the at-

mospheric branch of the hydrological cycle and further

advance knowledge and prediction of the earth’s climate

system.
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